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CHAPTER! 
INTRODUCTION 
From prehistoric times, human communication has depended upon 
the creation and use of image based infonnation. Images have been a key 
component of human progress. According to Eugene Ferguson, 
technological developments relating to images in Renaissance, including 
the invention of printing and the use of linear perspective had a position 
effect upon the rise of modern science and engineering. The invention of 
photography and moving-image technology in the form of film, television 
and video dependence on communication through images. 
Few technologies have offered as much potential to change 
research and teaching in the arts and humanities as digital imaging. The 
ability to display and collection from around the world which breaks 
down physical barriers to access, and the potential reaching audience 
across social and economic boundaries blurs the distinction between the 
privileged and the general public. However digital imaging is a tool that 
should be used judiciously with forethought. 
In the earliest stage of the digital era, most digital imaging projects 
were adhoc, experimental in nature and relatively small in scope. 
Nowadays, a large amount of digital images are being stored world wide 
in Internet. As an educational earns, images stored in Internet have a big 
potential. The Internet is so rapidly expanding and becomes so 
complicated that an effective retrieval method of images from database 
becomes more and more important. 
Whenever information technology is adopted by a market sector its 
growth is always followed by a need for standardization, so that data can 
be easily interchanged between differing systems. The Internet for 
Inlrodiiclion 
example has only been able to embrace a phenomenal rate of growth 
because data is being interchanged using a platform-independent standard 
known as 'HTML'. 
INTRODUCTION TO STANDARDS 
Alongside the advancement of knowledge and proliferation of new 
disciplines and development in the field of standardization as an 
independent discipline has also been in progress. An attempt to trace out 
standardization in its earliest form would reveal that speech, as a uniform 
mode of communication was the first standard of civilized existence. 
Standards are mutually agreed upon statement that help to control 
an action or product standard originate in various sectors, which exist as 
both proprietary and open standards. Standard are the predetermined rules 
or the criteria set for the function and information in any field. Standards 
range from precise technical standard to general guidelines enables data 
to be efficiently and constantly indexed, sorted, retrieved and shared both 
in automated and paper-based system. 
ORIGIN 
Firstly, the attempt of standardization of measurement was made in 
1558. Standardization has taken place in industries at the initial stage and 
later it has been switched over to all the areas. 
Eli Whitney was perhaps the first person to commercially develop 
the idea of standardized interchangeable industrial parts in 1798. 
Standardization has existed as an unconscious activity of man, Irom 
prehistoric times with a few instances of a conscious nature could be 
traced even before the end of 19"^  century, although the earliest effort in 
this direction exists only in the early part of 20'^  century. 
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DEFINITIONS 
ACCORDING TO WEBSTER'S THIRD NEW INTERNATIONAL 
DICTIONARY 
"Standard means something that is established by authority, 
customer general consent as a model or example to be followed; 
criterion test." 
ACCORDING TO AMERICAN NATIONAL STANDARD INSTITUTE 
(ANSI) standard may be defined as 
"/i specification accepted by recognized authority as the most 
particular and appropriate current solution of a recurring problem." 
OBJECTIVES 
The objectives of the standard are to provide a common set of 
terminology and definitions. Standard establishes the name of data 
elements and compound elements (group of data elements). Information 
included in the standard was selected and based on four roles that 
metadata play: 
1. AVAILABILITY: Data needed to detemiine the sets of data that 
exist for a geographic location. 
2. FITNESS FOR USE: Data needed to determine if a set of data 
meets a specific need. 
3. ACCESS: Data needed to acquire an identified set of data. 
4. TRANSFER: Data needed to process and use a set of data. 
NEED FOR THE ADOPTION OF STANDARDS 
The needs for the adoption of standards are as follows: 
> Provide the people to access the unique resources and special 
collections in digital format. 
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> Support future access options, including a gateway or the portal for 
digital collection. 
> Support long term management of digital assets, by including 
descriptive, administrative and structural metadata. 
> Provide enhanced access to digital objects. 
> Establish a consistent level of expectation among users. 
> Allow for local flexibility and decision-making. 
> They provide guidance to local institutions in the creation of 
metadata about digital collection. 
TYPES OF STANDARDS 
There are many types of standard used to manage information 
like. 
1. CATALOGUING STANDARDS 
2. VALUE STANDARDS 
3. INTERCHANGE STANDARDS 
4. PROCEDURAL STANDARDS 
5. METADATA STANDARDS 
1. CATALOGUING STANDARDS 
It is also known as Data content standard or data format 
standards. It provides rules for structuring information that determine 
how to record information about the collection. They can include 
information on punctuation, diacritics, rules for recording titles, names of 
people, places, organizations and capitalization format for dates etc. 
Examples: 
Cataloguing Cultural Objects (CCO): A guide to describing 
cultural works to describing cultural works and their images draft. 
Anglo-American cataloguing Rules, Second Edition (AACRII). 
> 
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> Rules for Archival Description (RAD). 
2. VALUE STANDARDS 
Value standards include vocabulary standards and classification 
schemes. It includes thesauri, authority files and classification scheme 
determine the terms used in the field, they can help cataloguers to select 
the most appropriate term to describe an object and to apply that term 
consistently. 
Example: 
> Data content standard: A directory available in bilingual print 
format. 
3. INTERCHANGE STANDARDS 
It enables computer system to communicate with each other 
and is also essential for the interchange of automated museum collections 
information. 
Example: 
> Commercial Collections Management Systems usually conform to 
established standards for data import and export. 
4. PROCEDURAL STANDARDS 
It ensures all museum operations performed and managed 
appropriately. It includes loan policies, the process by which objects 
become part of the museums collection. 
Example: 
> SPECTRUM: The UK Museum Documentation Standard. 
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5. METADATA STANDARDS 
Metadata Standards are also called Data Structure 
standards. Metadata is fundamental in establishing a digital library. 
TYPES OF METADATA STANDARDS 
There are four types of metadata standards. They are: 
1. Data structural standards 
2. Data communication standard 
3. Data content standard 
4. Data value standard 
1. Data structural standards 
It establishes data elements and attributes. 
Examples: 
> Machine-Readable Catalogue (MARC). 
> Text Encoding Initiative (TEI). 
> Encoded Archival Description (EAD). 
> Dublin Core (DC). 
> Visual Resource Association Core Categories (VRA core 3.0). 
> Metadata Object Description Schema (MODS). 
> NISO Metadata for Images in XML schema. 
2. Data communication standard 
It stores, manipulate and display metadata. It also facilitates 
interchange of information. 
Examples: 
> Extensible Markup Language (XML). 
> Machine-Readable Catalogue (MARC). 
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> Machine-Readable Catalogue Extensible Markup Language 
(MARC XML). 
> Metadata Encoding and Transmission Standard (METS). 
3. Data content standard 
It governs order and syntax of information included in metadata. 
Examples: 
> Anglo American Cataloguing Rules-II (AACR-II). 
> Archives, Personal Papers and Manuscripts (APPM). 
> Graphic Materials: Rules for Describing Original Items and 
Historical Collection (GIHC). 
4. Data value standard 
It governs choice and form of data with in elements. It also 
controls vocabularies. 
Examples: 
> Library Of Congress Subject Heading (LCSH) 
> Library Of Congress Authority Files (LCAF) 
> Art and Architecture Thesaurus (AAT) 
> Gett Thesaurus of Geographic names (TGN) 
> Union List of Artist Names (ULAN) 
> Thesauri of Graphic Materials (TGMI and TGMII). 
Good metadata is needed in the database so that the retriever can 
get what he/she really wants. So metadata record could be converted into 
current metadata format by using computer applications. 
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METADATA 
Introduction 
Metadata is oF paramount importance for persons, organizations, 
endeavors of every dimension thiat are increasing turning to tlie world 
wide web as a ciiief conduit for accessing and disseminating information. 
Tliis is evidenced by the development and implementation of metadata 
schemas supporting projects ranging from restricted corporate intranet, 
data warehouses and consumer-oriented electronic commerce enterprises-
to freely accessible digital libraries, educational initiatives, virtual 
museums and other public websites. 
Metadata has elected to concentrate on the information resource 
domain, which is defined by electronic textual documents, graphical 
images, archival materials, museum artifacts and other objects found in 
both digital and physical information center. 
The term 'metadata' was originally developed for network 
searching and has become a common tool for network users looking for 
information. 
Metadata is structured information that describes, explains, 
locates or otherwise makes it easier to retrieve, use or manage an 
information resource. 
Metadata often called 'data about data' or any data associated 
with a resource that describes that particular resource. It is essentially a 
modern term for bibliographic information that libraries have 
traditionally entered into their catalogs. Metadata should be created and 
associated or linked to the digital resources to support discovery, use, 
storage and migration of the resources. 
The term metadata is used differently in different communities. 
Some use it to refer machine understandable information, while others 
use it only for records that describe electronic resources. In the library 
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environment, metadata is commonly used for formal scheme of resource 
description, applying to any type of objects, digital or non-digital. Many 
different metadata format exist some quite simple in their description 
other quite complex and rich. 
DEFINITIONS 
The term 'meta' comes from a Greek that denoted transcendent or 
beyond nature 'data' denotes the facts or reason. The simplest definition 
of metadata is "structural data about data". It refers to well organize 
descriptive information about web resources like catalogue cards in case 
of printed documents. 
ACCORDING TO HOPKINS 
^''Metadata is information about primarily electronic resources, 
with that information being encoded according to some scheme, which 
is often electronic." 
ACCORDING TO T. BERNERS 
''"Metadata is machine understandable information about web 
resources or things." 
Metadata describes the content, quality, condition and other 
characteristic of data. It helps a person to locate and understand data. This 
include information needed to determine if a set of data meets a specific 
need, information needed to acquire an identified needed to process and 
use a set of data. 
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TYPES OF METADATA 
There are mainly four types of metadata. 
1) Descriptive Metadata 
2) Structural Metadata 
3) Administrative Metadata 
4) Technical Metadata 
1. Descriptive Metadata 
It describes documents and is used for indexing, discovery and 
identification of digital resources. It includes elements, such as title, 
abstracts, author and keywords. 
Examples: 
> Dublin Core (DC). 
> Anglo American cataloguing Rules-Il (AACR-II)/Machine 
Readable Catalogue (MARC). 
> Government Information Locator Service (GILS). 
> Encoded Archival Description (EAD). 
2. Structural Metadata 
Information used to display and navigates through digital resources, 
including information about the internal organization of the digital 
resources. It might include information on the structural division of 
resources. 
Example: 
> How pages are ordered to form chapters. 
3. Administrative Metadata 
It represents the management information for the digital resource. 
It includes information about the need of the user to access and display 
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the resources. It includes the scan resolution of the image, hardware and 
software used in producing the image, compression information pixel 
dimension. 
Administrative metadata are of two types. 
• RIGHT MANAGEMENT METADATA which deals with 
intellectual property rights. 
• PRESERVATION METADATA which contains information 
needed to archive and preserve. 
4. Technical Metadata 
It provides blue print for maintenance. 
IMPORTANCE OF METADATA 
^ Metadata facilitate discovery of relevant information. 
^ Metadata can help organize electronic resources, facilitate 
interoperability, legacy resource integration. 
>^  Provides digital identification, support archiving and preservation. 
^ It allows resources to be found by relevant criteria. 
^ Identifies resources. 
^ Bringing similar resources together. 
•^ Distinguishing dissimilar resources. 
•^ Giving locafion informafion. 
FUNCTIONS 
"^ Administration control 
^ Security 
>^  Personal Information 
>^  Management information 
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^ Control rating 
>^  Right management 
v^  Preservation 
MAJOR USES OF METADATA INCLUDE 
> To organize and maintain an organization investment in data. 
> To provide information to data catalogs and clearing houses. 
> To provide information needed to process and interpret data to be 
received through data transfer from an external source. 
1. To Organize and Maintain an Organization Investment in Data: 
Metadata helps to ensure an organization investment in data. As 
personnel changes or time passes, information about an organization's 
data will be lost and it may lose their value. Workers may have little 
understanding of the content and use for a digital database, which may 
find that they can't trust results generated from these data. Such 
descriptions may also provide some protection for providing 
organization, if conflicts arise over the misuse of data. 
2. To Provide Information to Data Catalogues and Clearing 
Houses: 
Few organizations can afford to create all data they need, often 
data created by an organization also may be useful to others. By making 
metadata available through data catalogs and clearinghouses, organization 
can find data to use, partners to share data collection and maintenance 
effort and customers for their data. 
3. To Provide Information Needed to Process to And Interpret Data 
to be Received Through a Data Transfer from an External 
Source: 
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Metadata should accompany the transfer of a data set. 
Metadata will aid the organization receiving data to process and 
interpret data, incorporate data internal catalogs describing its data 
holdings. 
CURRENT OPERATIONAL AND PROPOSED METADATA 
STANDARDS FOR DIGITAL IMAGES 
1. Digital Imaging and Communication in Medicine (DICOM). 
It is applicable to a wide range of image and non-image related to 
information exchanged in clinical and other medical environment. 
http://www. sph .sc. edu/comd/rorden/di com. html 
2. Digital Imaging Group (DIG35). 
It defines a SQi of public metadata for digital still images as a single 
image or a collection of images that could be supported and exchanged. 
http.V/www.xml.coverpages.org/dig35.html 
3. The International Press Telecommunication-Newspaper 
Association of America (IPTC-NAA). 
It is a metadata standard used for embedding textual 
information into image files. 
http://www.iptc.org/downloadmirrors/iptcspectrum2004.pdf 
4. Publishing Requirement for Industry Standard Metadata-
Digital Imaging Management Metadata (PRISM-DIM2). 
It is a standard for metadata related to publishing. It provides 
an industry standard vocabulary for the exchange and re-use of magazine, 
book, journals, news, catalogs etc. 
http://www.prismstandard.org/news/2005/dim2-090205.pdf 
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5. Multimedia Content Description interface/Motion Picture 
Expert Group-7 (MPEG-7). 
MPEG-7 is a standard for describing features of audio and 
video contents, so tiiat users can search, browse and retrieve that content 
more efficiently and effectively. It combines content metadata (Title, 
creator, rights, information about people, objects and events represented 
in the multimedia files etc. 
http://www.xml.coverpages.org/mpeg7.html 
6. Visual Resource Association Core Categories (VRA CORE 3.0). 
For creating records to describe works of visual culture as well as 
the images that document them. 
http://www.vraweb.org/vracore3.htm 
7. NISO Data Dictionary of Technical Metadata for Digital 
Images. 
Presents a comprehensive list of technical data elements 
required to manage digital image collections. 
http://www.niso.org/commitees/committee-au.html 
8. Categories for the Description for the of Works of Art 
(CDWA). 
For describing works of arts, architecture group of objects, 
visual and textual surrogates. 
http://www.getty.edu/research/institute/standards/cdwa/index.html 
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9. Consortium for the Computer Interchange of Museum 
Information (CIMI). 
To be used by information managers, content experts and 
anyone in the museum community involved with creating and 
disseminating museum information. 
http://www.cimi.org/public-docs/meta-bestprac 
10. Content Standard for Digital Geospatial Metadata. 
It provides a common set of terminology and definitions for the 
documentation of digital Geospatial data. This standard is intended to 
support the collection and Processing of Geospatial metadata. 
http://www.fgdc.gov/metadata/csdgm/introduction.html 
CONCLUSION 
Since metadata is structural information that describes, explains, 
locates or otherwise makes it easier to retrieve, use or manage an 
information resource. It is the key support technology to ensure that 
resource will survive and continue to be accessible in the future. 
Whereas image metadata is essentially non-picture information that 
is bundled with picture information in a file. It includes information such 
as the date and time when the picture was taken. So metadata images lead 
to the development and introduction of innovative digital imaging 
standards for technology. The use of digital image increases significantly 
by having more extensive metadata that is consistently available 
throughout this workflow. 
15 
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Chapteit II 
Bigitallmagiitg 
Digital Imaging 
CHAPTER-II 
DIGITAL IMAGING 
We live in an increasingly digital world, where few technologies 
have offered as much potential to change research and teaching in the arts 
and humanities as digital imaging. The ability to display and link 
collection from around the world breaks down physical barriers to access 
the potential of reaching audience across social and economic boundaries 
blurs the distinction between the privileged and the general public. 
However, digital imaging is a tool that should be used judiciously 
with forethought. 
Imaging is designed to help curators, librarians, collection 
managers, administrators, scholars and the student for better 
understanding the basic technology in building a deep and cohesive set of 
digital images which link those images to the information required to 
access, preserve and manage them. 
DEFINITIONS 
ACCORDING TO WEBSTER 'Image' may be defined as 
''A likeness of an object produced on a photographic material." 
Images include any representation of objects such as photographs, 
microfilm, aperture cards and stereographs. 
A bitmapped digital image is composed of a set of dots or squares 
called pixels (picture elements) arranged in a matrix of columns and 
rows. Each pixel has a specific color or shade of gray and in combination 
with neighboring pixels it creates the illusion of a continuous tone image. 
Digital image files are commonly divided into "Master" and 
"Derivative" versions. Master files are the highest quality files available 
usually the originals, created by the sampling process where as 
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Derivative are the further copies of the images which are derived and 
often manipulated to create lower quality of more easily distributed 
access files. 
WHAT ARE DIGITAL IMAGES? 
A digital image is composed of pixels (picture elements), similar 
to dots on a newspaper photograph or grains on a photographic print, 
which are arranged according to a predefined ratio of columns and rows. 
Each pixel represents a portion of the image in a particular color or shade 
of gray that represents in binary code (Os&ls). The binary digits ("bits") 
for each pixel are stored in a sequence by a computer that often reduced 
to a mathematical representation (compressed). The bits are then 
inteipreted and read by the computer to produce an analog version for 
display or printing. A digital image can be edited, manipulated, e-mailed 
across the world, deleted or copied and inserted into other files, 
worldwide web pages and publications. 
CORNELL UNIVERSITY DEFINES "DIGITAL IMAGES" as 
'^Electronics snapshots taken of a scene or scanned from an 
original documents, such as photographs, manuscripts, printed texts, 
maps, drawings, blue prints, halftones, musical scores, 3D objects and 
the artwork etc." 
Digital images are used for printing, documentation, research, 
online publishing, most commonly in the service of collecfion 
management, preparing catalogues and promoting exhibits or other 
events. 
In order to convert materials from formats that can be read by 
people (analog) to a format that can be read only by machines (digital) 
require the process of Digitization for which flatbed scanner, digital 
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cameras, planetary cameras and a number of other devices can be used to 
digitize culture heritage materials. 
ACCORDING TO WEBOPEDIA "DIGITIZE" MEANS' 
"To translate into a digital form i.e. optical scanners digitize 
images by translating them into bit maps. It is also possible to digitize 
sound, video and any type of movement. Sampling at discrete intervals 
performs it. To digitize sound i.e. device measure sound waves 
amplitude many times per second. These numeric values can be 
recorded digitally ". 
Every thing has its life; despite all efforts every thing is doomed to 
decay at a certain point of time. Therefore with the help of modem 
technology digitization has taken place, which is a method for preserving. 
DIGITIZATION 
The term 'digitization' refers to creating a digital object (i.e. one 
existing inside a computer) from a physical object. 
ACCORDING TO HIGH-TECH DICTIONARY^ 
"r//e process of translating data into digital form (binary coded 
files for use in computers). Scanning images, sampling sound, 
converting text on paper into text in computer files, all are examples of 
digitization ". 
ACCORDING TO PROF. MIKE GERHARD'S^ 
"Digitization or computerization refers to the shift to a society 
where computers are ubiquitous; to carryout, control, or conduct by 
\v\v\v.\vebopedia.com/TERM/d/digitize.html 
\vw\v.compiiteruser.com/resoLirces/dictionary/definition.html?lookiip=6430 
www.bsu.edu/web/jladams2/trends.html 
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means of a computer. Digital refers to communication signals or 
information presented in a discrete form-usually in a binary or two 
state ways 0 or J ". 
GOALS 
Good goal setting is important for any new initiative and 
digitization is no exception. Simply having a goal that states "we want to 
make our materials more accessible on the web". 
> It must co-inside with the goal of the organization. 
> To present information on the effort of libraries and heritage 
organizations to create digital collection that is shared through the 
World Wide Web. 
> To enhance access and improve preservation which have an ability 
to make collections vastly more accessible. 
> By digitizing the collection culture heritage institutions can make 
information accessible. 
> It allow use to search collections rapidly and comprehensively 
from anywhere at any time. 
FEATURES 
> Collections that were once too remote to be viewed are now 
accessible. 
r- Broad audiences can now see objects that were once fragile to be 
handled or exhibited. 
> It can aid collection management by increasing all 'staff members' 
awareness of the content of collections, especially if images are 
linked to the collection management system and networked. 
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> It also provides an incentive to improve documentation, especially 
if companion records are to be made public along with the digitized 
image. 
> It enhances preservation and conservation strategies. 
> It increases visibility for many object museums, which are unable 
to display. 
> It make possible to search large number of records to modify, 
manipulate image and text. 
> It can be considered as flexible tool for bringing together disparate 
materials in new way. 
ADVANTAGES 
> Collection can be viewed from anywhere, at any time. 
> Can be printed from the web. 
> Viewers can find what they are looking for quickly and 
independtly. 
> Can save staff reference time by answering frequently asked 
questions on the web. 
> Can enhance images electronically so that they can be viewed with 
greater legibility. 
> Increase use of collections and facilitates learning and scholarship. 
> Objects don't have to be reshelf or located by staff. 
> Objects are not handled frequently which reduces wear and tear. 
IMAGE CAPTURING 
Once an image is scanned, the data capture is converted to a 
particular file format for storage. For image capture the scanning process 
produces a high quality digital master in TIFF format Derivadves (GIF, 
JPEG, PNG) well be created on the file for online delivery. A portable 
Digital Imaging 
document format (PDF) version can be obtained for downloading or for 
offline delivery. 
The Zeutschel Omniscan Scanner and the new Minolta under the 
scan-software "SRZ ProScan Book" developed for the GDZ (Gottinger 
Digitalisierungs Zentrum) of Gottingen state university by the Satz-
Rechen-Zentrum Company in Berlin to meet special production scanning 
of older books (e.g. with Tiff header editing, production control window 
with tree view scanned pages, masking and cropping of pages during the 
scanning process). 
Core bibliographic information is added to the TIFF header of the 
digital master to reference each image to a bibliographic record in online 
library catalog. 
The digital master's are stored offline CD-R (Compact Disc-Read 
Only) and ISO (International Organization for Standardization) standard 
storage medium. 
IMAGE ENHANCEMENT 
Image captures of older and rare books often require some kind of 
enhancement after scanning. For economic reasons this post processing 
should be alone in batch mode wherever possible. Text material 
black/white allows the semiautomatic method. The GDZ (Gottinger 
Digitalisierungs Zentrum) of Gottingen state university uses a program 
called 'PIXEDIT' originally designed for the CAD (Computer Aided 
Design) sector. 
COLOR IMAGING 
In the beginning of 1999, a new scanning device for capturing 
color images was added to the equipment of the GDZ. 
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> The digital camera-back "Picture Gate 8000" manufactured by 
Anagramm Gmbh (Germany) used to face up scanning of 
valuable library resources. 
> A special movable cradles first designed for Graz university 
library by Manfred Mayer. 
> It is used for working to ensure "contact-free scanning" for rare 
books. 
> It utilizes a sensitive low-pressure system to hold pages down. 
PRESERVATION 
Digitization can also help preserve precious materials. Making 
high-quality digital images available electronically can reduce wear and 
tear on fragile items. Digital files are not permanent, should maintain and 
periodically transferred to new formats. Even often digitization, original 
documents and artifacts must still be cared for preservation, which 
remains a secondary benefit. If preserving a collection is deemed a higher 
priority than it increases access for a better use of resources that would 
purchase acid free folders, encapsulate fragile documents, or otherwise 
improve storage condition. 
The situation is more complex when the data is used for 
representing images, sound or movies. In order to ensure long life for 
data, it is recommended to add the necessary metadata. This added value 
should be encoded in such a way that would have the highest possible 
degree of stability. So the digital images, sound or video data is 
frequently stored with additional descriptive electronic metadata for 
preservation of the long time period, we must monitor the developments 
of GIF, JPEG, TIFF, and PNG etc for the storage of data, which helps 
into new reliable formats. The reliable formats are those, which are 
highly used. 
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SUITABLE FILE FORMATS 
Most common file formats are: 
I. GIF (Graphic Interchange Format). 
II. JPEG/JPG (Joint Photographic Expert Group). 
III. PNG (Portable Network Graphics). 
IV. TIFF (Tagged Image File Format). 
V. SPIFF (Still Picture Interchange File Format). 
I. GIF (Graphic Interchange Format). 
Graphic interchange format was introduced in the 1980s to allow 
high-quality and high resolution graphics' to be displayed on a variety of 
graphics hardware was intended as an exchange and display mechanism 
for graphic images. 
GIF is potentially useful on those areas where JPEG compression 
is poor like 
a) Large areas of pixels that are all exactly the same color. 
b) Small text that's only a few pixel as high. 
c) Very sharp edges. 
d) Icons that use only a few colors. 
e) Plain black and white (two level) images. 
II. JPEG/JPG (Joint Photographic Expert Group). 
Is a standardized image compression mechanism (pronounced as 
"jay-peg"). JPEG stands for Joint Photographic Expert Group, the 
original name of the committee that wrote the standard for. 
a) Public domain storage format. 
b) It is designed to exploit known limitations of the human eye, 
notable the fact that small color changes are perceived less 
accurately than small changes in brightness. 
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c) It is designed for compression of grayscale images of natural, real 
world scenes. 
d) It works well on photographs, naturalistic artwork and similar 
material not so well on lettering, simple cartoons or line drawings. 
III. PNG (Portable Network Graphics). 
PNG format was designed to replace the older and simpler GIF 
format. For image editing PNG provides a useful format for the storage of 
intermediate stages of editing. 
PNG image saved in one application is readable in any other PNG 
supporting application. 
Advantages 
a) Variable transparency. 
b) Cross platform control of image brightness. 
c) A method of progressive display. 
IV. TIFF (Tagged Image File Format). 
a) It was designed primarily for raster data interchanged. 
b) It is highly flexible and platform-independent format. 
c) It supports numerous images processing application. 
d) It can contain multiple kind of picture fonnat. 
The header section of TIFF file contains the information about the 
image, like the color depth, color encoding and compression type. 
Current version is TIFF 6.0. 
V. SPIFF (Still Picture Interchange File Format) 
JPHG-complianl readers provide for storage and more robust 
metadata. 
COPYRIGHT ISSUE FOR LIBRARIES WHEN DIGITIZING 
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MATERIALS FOR THE WEB 
When digitizing documents or other objects to be made available 
on the World Wide Web, a library first needs to determine whether the 
item is protected by the copyright or whether it is in public domain. If the 
material is protected by copyright, the library will need to obtain 
permission from the copyright owner before making the digitized copy 
available through the World Wide Web. If the item is in the public 
domain, the library does not need permission to digitize it and make it 
available. 
CONCLUSION 
Nearly all-digital image collections will be created and distributed 
to some extent over networks. A network is a series of points or nodes 
connected by communication paths. In other words, a network is a series 
of linked computers (and data storage device) that are able to exchange 
information or can 'talk' to one another, using various languages or 
protocols such as TCP/IP (Transmission Control Protocol/Internet 
Protocol), HTTP (Hypertext transfer protocol), FTP (File Transfer 
Protocol). 
Digital image file are particularly vulnerable (delicate) to format 
obsolescence (old) and media decay, therefore ensuring the longevity of 
digital images can be complicated and costly. 
Finally digital images can't be directly located or searched; this 
must be done indirectly through the information that describes them-their 
metadata-created either manually or with automatic indexing software. A 
digital image not associated with metadata will be difficult to find or 
identify and is likely to become useless quickly. 
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CHAPTER-III 
METHODOLOGY 
This chapter puts forth, the methodology used to conduct the 
present study entitled "Evaluation of Metadata Standards for Digital 
Imaging", is an attempt to study a few metadata standards used for 
digital imaging. 
SCOPE AND PURPOSE 
It is well known that now adays a large amount of digital images 
are being stored world wide on internet. As an educational asset, images 
stored in Internet have a big potential. The internet is so rapidly 
expanding and becoming so complicated that the ways to retrieve images 
effectively from Internet database are now getting difficult but more 
important. 
Good metadata is needed in the database so that the retriever can 
get what he/she really wants. In storing databases with images, we give 
text, especially words as metadata to them. These words can be defined as 
keywords. 
There are three kind of image database like: 
I. FEATURE TYPE 
II. SENSITIVE TYPE 
III. METADATA TYPE 
1. Feature Type 
It is based on the colors or shapes of object in the images. When the 
retriever puts in color or shape the system starts searching directly the 
database with color histograms or shape. 
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2. Sensitive Type 
The retriever puts in sensitive words and the system exchange them 
for color information and searches the database. 
3. Metadata Type 
Each image in the database is already given in metadata, which 
explains its characteristics by text or digits and the retriever searches the 
database using metadata. 
OBJECTIVES 
The objectives of the present study is to: 
•> To study the existing metadata standards used in digital imaging. 
••• Evaluate a selected number of standards to understand the structure 
and utility of them. 
*l* Finally, a study of the criteria for evaluation of digital image 
standards could be developed. 
METHODOLOGY 
Large amount of computer-aided images are being stored in 
internet, owing to widely available digital recording devices, such as 
digital cameras, scanners and economical large size storage. For the 
effective management of those digital images, an image album or an 
image filing system has the subject of study and it has developed 
remarkably. 
This study leads to the Digital Identification, Resource Discovery, 
Interoperability, Archiving and Preservation of images. The purpose of 
evaluating metadata standards for images need consistency and 
appropriateness. 
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The Methodology for conducting "Evaluation of Metadata 
Standards for Digital Images" has been diagrammatically represented 
as 
EXAMINING AND GATHERING DATA ON THE RELEVANT CONTENT 
I 
DEVELOPING THE CRITERIA WITH WHICH TO EVALUATE THE 
CONTENT 
I 
EVALUATING THE CONTENT ACCORDING TO THE CRITERIA 
I 
COl-LATING AND ANALYSING THE DATA AND EVALUATION 
I 
CONCLUSION 
1. EXAMINING AND GATHERING DATA ON THE RELEVANT 
CONTENT 
Using available information about the documents drawn up and 
initial content types was enlisted. Internet was found to be the most 
comprehensive and appropriate source of literature. Information on actual 
and planned use of metadata was also gathered. 
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2. DEVELOPING THE EVALUATION CRITERIA. 
Evaluation criteria were developed for the following based on 
content attributed by Sarah Currier {Department of Computer and 
Information Science) and Lorna M.Campbell {Center for Academic 
Practice) University of Strathchyde, United Kingdom. The criteria for 
evaluation thus, developed include the following; 
I. Interoperability 
II. Appropriateness 
III. Granularity 
IV. Aggregation level 
V. Subjectiveness 
VI. Objectiveness 
VII. Reusability 
VIII. Interactivity 
IX. Consistency 
X. Data structure 
3. EVALUATING THE CONTENT ACCORDING TO THE 
CRITERIA. 
Content was selected to be looked at in more detail and evaluated 
according to the selected criteria, which showed good potential for reuse, 
or for being made reusable. 
4. COLLATING AND ANALYZING THE DATA 
The data gathered and evaluation carried out was summarized for 
gaining support from Internet based sources to ensure for the utilization 
of available expertise. In consistencies also showed up in collating and 
analyzing the data. 
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5. CONCLUSION 
It may be concluded that the criteria for evaluation which seemed 
appropriate in theory, often needed to be adjusted to make sense when 
applied to actual content, which supported the idea that planning and 
budgeting from the start for the complex process of developing reusable 
resources is imperative. 
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CHAPTER-IV 
METADATA STANDARDS USED IN 
DIGITAL IMAGING 
With the recent Internet expansion people all over the world become 
netizen's. They can be able to access more and more document databases 
that ensure longevity of digital collections. Metadata is required to support 
image quality assessment, image enhancement and processing for 
management collection. 
Metadata is an essential tool, which should be developed as a standard 
in this era. Metadata standard is the clear leader when it comes to standards 
for describing digital images. Metadata standard is used for networked 
information discovery and retrieval of educational resources. Such standard, 
if they achieve a high degree of interoperability, will support both extent and 
emergent e-Iearning architecture. 
Although many metadata standards have been developed but major 
ones are as follows: 
1. Digital Imaging and Communication and Medicine (DICOM). 
2. The International Press Telecommunication-Newspaper 
Association of America (IPTC-NAA). 
3. Motion Picture Expert Group-7/Multimedia Content Description 
Interface (MPEG-7). 
4. The Digital Imaging Group (DIG35). 
5. Publishing Requirement for Industry Standard Metadata Digital 
Image Management Metadata (PRISM-DIM2). 
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Medicine 
(DICOlM) 
Formed in 1983 by the American College of Radiology (ACR) and the National 
Electrical Manufactures Association (NEMA). 
SCOPE 
It is applicable to a 
wide range of image 
and non-image 
related to 
information 
exchanged in clinical 
and other medical 
environment such as 
radiology, cardiology 
and related 
disciplines. 
AIM 
To promote 
communication of 
digital image 
information and 
develop an 
interface between 
imaging 
equipment and 
whatever the user 
wants to connect. 
DATA STRUCTURE 
Consist of 3 elements: 
• Unique tag. 
• One stores the file 
version. 
• Transfer syntax. 
It is used to make existing international standards wherever applicable & itself 
conforms to established documentation guidelines for international standards. 
MelculaUi Standards Used In Digital Imaging 
1. DIGITAL IMAGING AND COMMUNICATIONS IN 
MEDICINE (DICOM) 
INTRODUCTION 
With the introduction of Computed Tomography (CT) followed by 
other digital diagnostic imaging modalities in the 1970s and with the 
increasing use of computers in clinical applications, the American College of 
Radiology (ACR) and the National Electrical Manufactures Association 
(NEMA) recognize the emerging need for standard method for transferring 
images and associated information between devices. These devices produce 
a variety of digital image formats. 
HISTORY 
In an effort to develop a standard by which users of digital imaging 
equipment (such Computed Tomography, Magnetic Resonance Imaging, 
Nuclear medicine and Ultrasound) could interface display or other devices to 
these machines, the American College of Radiology (ACR) and the National 
Electrical Manufactures Association (NEMA) formed a joint committee 
early in 1983. 
The American Association of Physicists in Medicine (AAPM) 
had developed a standard format for recording images on magnetic tape that 
contain a description of the image alongwith the data elements (such as 
patient name) identifying it. 
First version of the standard ACR-NEMA 300-1985 (also called ACR-
NEMA version 1.0) was distributed during 1985 and published by NEMA 
(National Electrical Manufactures Association). In this standard error were 
found and improvements were suggested. 
ACR-NEMA 300-1988 or (ACR-NEMA version 2.0) was published 
in 1988. The problem of this standard was that many users wanted an 
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interface between imaging devices and networic. It lacks the parts necessary 
for robust network communication. Since ACR-NEMA version 2.0) was not 
designed to connect equipment directly to a network. 
For developing an interface for network support would require a 
number of major enhancements to previous versions of the ACR-NEMA 
standard. DICOM (Digital Imaging and Communications in Medicine) is 
finalized to ensure that a quality standard would be demonstrated during 
1993, where users and manufactures may get some idea of the scope of work 
involve, because its multiple parts, diagrams and terminology that help to 
understand the use and value of these documents which is a daunting task. 
SCOPE 
The DICOM standard is an evolving standard and it is maintained in 
accordance with the procedures of the DICOM standards committee. This 
standard has been developed with an emphasis on diagnostic medical 
imaging as practices in Radiology, Cardiology and related disciplines. It is 
also applicable to a wide range of image and non-image related information 
exchanged in clinical and other medical environment. It is most common 
standard for receiving scans from hospitals. Neuroimagers and 
Neuropsychologists who wish to use SPM to normalize scans to stereotaxic 
space will need to convert these files to Analyze format. MRIcro software 
will directly convert most DICOM images to and from analyze format. Other 
software like 
Ericnoirs free Mecicom and X Medcoii software can also convert 
between Analyze and DICOM. 
This standard has been developed to meet the needs of manufactures 
and users of medical imaging equipment for interconnection of devices on 
standard network. Its multiple parts provide a means for expansion and 
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updating and the design of the standard was aimed at allowing simplified 
developments for all types of medical imaging. 
GOALS 
> To develop an interface between imaging equipment and whatever the 
users want to connect. 
> Promote communication of digital image information regardless of 
device manufacture. 
'r Facilitate the development for expansion of Picture Archiving and 
Communication Systems (PACS) that can also interface with other 
system, of Hospital Information System (HIS). 
> Allowing the creation of diagnostic information database that can be 
interrogated by a wide variety of devices distributed geographically. 
> Facilitates operation in a network environment. 
> Accommodate the introduction of new services, thus facilitating 
support for future medical imaging applications. 
> Make use of existing international standards wherever applicable and 
itself conforms to established documentation guidelines for 
international standards. 
> Addresses the semantic of file services, file formats and information 
directories necessary for off-line communication. 
DATA STRUCTURE 
The Digital Imaging and Communication in Medicine (DICOM) 
standard was created by the National Electrical Manufactures Association 
(NEMA) to aid the distribution and viewing of medical images such as CT 
scan, MRIs and ultrasound. 
A single DICOM file contains both a HEADER (which stores 
information about the patients name, the type of scan, image dimensions etc) 
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and IMAGE DATA (which contain information in three dimensions). 
DICOM image data can be compresses (encapsulated) to reduce the image 
size. 
DICOM requires a 128-byte preamble (these 128 bytes are usually all 
set to zero, followed by the letters D, 'T', ' C , 'M'.). This is followed by the 
header information which is organized in groups i.e. the group 002 hex is the 
file Meta information. 
Elements 
It contains three elements: 
I. Unique tag, (consist of name, element number & group length). 
II. One stores the file version. 
III. The transfer syntax (consist of value representation like 
character string, integer etc.). 
DICOM standard is the centralized registry that defines the collection 
of all DICOM Data Elements available to represent information, along with 
elements utilized for interchangeable media encoding and a list of uniquely 
identified items that are assigned by DICOM. 
The DICOM elements depend on the image type. 
A DICOM file may have "Dual Personalities". If read by a DICOM 
file reader, the file preamble would be ignored and the remainder of the file 
read as DICOM file. If read by a non DICOM reader, that reader could look 
at the preamble for a pointer to information on how to read the DICOM file 
into its own file structure. 
CONCLUSION 
Without a doubt, DICOM is the most ambitious medical imaging 
standards project undertaken by industry and professional societies. It is a 
complex standard because of the size of its content, but it is implementable 
and useful. The standard offers the right balance between the pragmatic 
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objcclive of rapidly implementing support in current products and a solid 
modular foundation that ensures an ability to evolve with respond to future 
needs. 
DICOM was developed with the idea of extension and expansion. 
Source 
http://www.xray.hmc.psu.edu/physresources/dicom/index.html 
http://wwvv.sph.sc.edu/comd/rorden/dicom.html 
http://medical.nema.org/dicom/2004/04-01pu.pdf 
The International Press I eleeonimiinieation 
Newspaper Assoeiation of America 
(IPTC-NAA) 
Developed by a consortium of world wide content providers such as Reuters and 
Adobe Photoshop during 1980s. 
SCOPE 
The scope of IPTC 
standard is now so 
well established in 
the digital picture 
business and also 
libraries to record 
additional 
information. 
AIM 
Its aim is to 
developed 
standard for 
exchanging 
information 
between news 
operations, 
including 
information used 
to describe image. 
DATA 
STRUCTURE 
Consists of 
sequence of units 
called datasets, 
which comprises 
of: 
• Tag header 
• Data field. 
It is used for customers with automated picture reception facilitates through computer 
which would be able to understand the subject matter and detail of the picture exactly. 
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2. THl<: INTERNATIONAL PRESS TELECOMMUNICATION-
NEWSPAPER ASSOCIATION OF AMERICA (IPTC-NAA) 
INTRODUCTION 
Way back in the dark ages of 1970s where the transmission of images 
were done by services, which actually sent images through machines that 
were little more than Fancy Fax machines. A black and white image was 
printed outline by Hne similar to an Inkjet printer of today's work. Earlier 
image would be a separate sheet with the information regarding caption etc. 
Typically the two would go their separate ways the "text" to the 
editors, the "photo" else where for reproduction. If one or other got lost or 
misplaced than it would take valuable time to track it down. 
Obviously there had to be a better way for the image file, which can 
be saved using Adobe Photoshop with the text information embedded with 
the file. Any one that's worked around Newspaper with digital images or 
image database with IPTC (International Press Telecommunication Council) 
or IPTC-NAA standard (International Press Telecommunication Council-
Newspaper Association Of America) that is widely accepted for embedding 
textual information into image files. 
HISTORY 
Standards regarding metadata for news images have evolved overtime 
beginning in the 1970s. Most of these efforts were regional in nature and 
focused on text. As news organizations moved from manual typewriters to 
CRT (Cathode Ray Tubes) and VDT (Video Display Terminals) these 
standards were revised and became more specific. The IPTC (International 
Press Telecommunication Council) was one of the group responsible for 
encouraging the standards necessary to 'marry' the text information 
describing an image with the image data itself The NAA (Newspaper 
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Association of America) also have been responsible for developing standards 
for exchanging information between news operations, including information 
used to describe images. 
In 1979 IPTC approved its first news exchange standard IPTC7901 
but this provided metadata and content in plain text only. During 1980s the 
IPTC and NAA standard were revised, updated and expanded into other 
areas such as radio and broadcast television. As the 90s approaches these 
various groups focused their efforts on a new standard that could serve 
various media. 
IPTC-NAA 
This standard was developed by a consortium of world-wide content 
providers such as Reuters and Adobe Photoshop whose services deliver a 
range of products including news financial data, graphics, still pictures, 
movies and audio clips. Over a range of transport mechanisms such as 
satellite, wide area networks, cable and direct links. 
This standard is constructed in two parts. 
^ The first dealing with the routing and delivery of the content. 
"^ The second dealing with how the content is described. 
Part one of the IPTC standards: 
I. Reuters and end users such as National Newspaper, broadcasters and 
financial institution aid in the automatic delivery of items to the right 'desk' 
Part tvvo of the IPTC standard: 
II. Many picture suppliers turn in order to structure their captions. 
This standard is widely accepted by professional photographers, 
graphic artists, agencies and companies in the press publishing, news wire 
and stock photo business. It is a metadata standard used for embedding 
textual information into image files. 
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Although it is a key technology for digital image management 
application. 
IPTC - NAA "HEADERS" 
The IPTC (International Press Telecommunication Council) and NAA 
(Newspaper Association of America) had begun to work jointly in 1990 to 
design a globally applicable model for all kinds of data. As a result from this 
effort the IIM (Information Interchange Model) concept was launched in 
1991 providing a new way to handle "digital resources" with metadata and 
content held in a binary structure framework. Metadata elements of IIM 
(Information Interchange Model) which is first multimedia news exchange 
format and quite well known as "IPTC HEADERS" are born when Adobe 
adds the ability to insert metadata information describing image content to 
digital image files. The mechanism of inserting metadata was implemented 
by other software vendors as well, therefore many image library programs 
are able to read and write with "IPTC HEADERS" It is also consider as 
metadata "black art" because IPTC HEADER stores information is within 
various image file fonnats. 
SCOPE 
The scope of IPTC standard is now so well established in the digital 
picture business but some how it is in sufficient because libraries often need 
to record additional information such as 'Restrictions' where by images may 
have limitations imposed upon their sale due to copyright, content, 
exclusively or other commercial reasons. Secondly the type and length of 
data that can be entered into each field can lead to problem. E.g. the caption 
field can only take upto 255 characters and while we might want to use some 
text in another field will only accept a three-character code. 
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GOALS 
> It is designed to provide for universal communications embracing 
all types of data, including text, photo, and graphics etc. on single 
storage medium. 
r- Its aim is to developed standard for exchanging information 
between news operations, including information used to describe 
image. 
> It focused on newspaper and news photo usage. 
USES 
> Mechanism is provided to use existing formats during transition. 
> It assumes that the sender wishes to transfer a data object, such as 
photographic image, text or perhaps a combination of many types. 
>- It is used exclusively in house' the textual description in which 
sufficient information is recorded for images to be successfully 
retrieved. 
> It is used for customers with automated picture reception facilitates 
through computer which would be able to understand the subject 
matter and detail of the picture exactly. 
DATA STRUCTURE 
The data part of a resource block, an IPTC stream is a simple a 
sequence of units called DATASETS. Each data set consists of a unique 
Tag Header (when the data field size is less than 37268 bytes; otherwise an 
extended tag header is used, and a Data Field (the list of valid tags and data 
set numbers) can be found in section about IPTC data The datasets do not 
need to show up in numerical order according to their tag. So standard data 
sets have a 5 bytes tag header; the last 2 byte in the header contain the data 
field length, the most significant bit being always 0. For extended datasets 
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instead 2 bytes contain the length of the data field length, the most 
significant bit being always 1. The value of the most significant bit 
distinguished in digital photography's. 
So it is assume that the datasets that are actually used must always be 
in a standard form. 
CORE FEATURES OF THE IPTC EDITOR 
> IPTC support with a comfortable and powerful IPTC Editor. This 
editor allows editing IPTC information in many ways. 
> It allows to add IPTC captions, even to hundred of images at the same 
time. 
> Supports for TIFF (Tagged Image File Format), PSD (Portable 
Storage Device) JPEG (Joint Photographic Expert Group). 
> It allows multiedit and single edit mode. 
> It allows navigating all currently selected images and editing captions 
individually. 
> It provides templates to store common presets for IPTC-information 
e.g. copyright statement. 
> Multiple thesauri for keywords, categories, captions and headlines. 
'r- Unique synonym feature for automatic translations or adding of 
synonyms for keyword and categories. 
> Tools to import existing IPTC information to create thesauri, or to 
add/remove specific keywords to batches of images. 
> It has an ability to customize the IPTC fields to match corporate 
standards or proprietary system in the agency or at customer sites. 
CONCLUSION 
It might seem thai the 1P7C" standard is a fact standard which let the 
mcladala into digital pholtxs based on image conteiU, thus enabling a more 
Motion Picture Fxpert ( i ioup/ Miiltiniedia 
Content Description Intei rnct 
(IVlPEG-7) 
Established in 1988 by the working group of ISO (International organization for 
standardization) and lEC (International Electrotechnical Commission). 
SCOPE 
To enable the 
transparent and 
augmented use of 
multimedia resources 
across a wide range 
of networks and 
devices. 
AIM 
To provide 
universal 
standards for the 
compression of 
both sound 
moving images. 
DATA 
STRUCTURE 
Consist of 3 elements: 
• Descriptors and 
Description 
Schemes. 
• DDL for defining 
Description 
Schemes. 
• Extensible for 
application 
domains. 
It is continuing to explore new directions to serve the need of industry for audio, 
video and multimedia standards. 
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meaningful content based image search. IPTC metadata is a consumer photo 
appHcation. 
IPTC/NAA metadata standard use for embedding textual information 
into images files. Many end users' system such as those used in newspaper 
and magazine markets expect to receive digital pictures captioned under the 
IPTC format. It provides sufficient captioning information needs to be 
provided so that the images can be readily identified and catalogued. 
Since it is a key technology for digital image management 
applications. 
Sources 
http://www.iptc.org/iptc 
http ://w WW. i ptc. org/pages/about_mai n. php 
http://www.iptc.org/downloadmirror/IPTCspectrum2004.pdf 
http://www.controlledvocabulary.com/imagedatabases/iptcnaa.html 
http://www.ieeexplore-ieee.org 
http://www.photools.com/imfs_0008.php 
http://www.cepic.org/iptc.htiTi 
http://www.bostanindependent.com 
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3. MOTION PICTURE EXPERT GROUP-7/MULTIMEDIA 
CONTENT DESCRIPTION INTERFACE (MPEG-7) 
INTRODUCTION 
Its clearly much more fun to develop multimedia content than to index 
it. The amount of multimedia content available in digital archives on the 
worldwide web in broadcast data streams, personal and professional database 
is growing out of control. 
The appetite for consuming content and the accessibility of 
information continues to increase at a rapid pace. Access device with a large 
set of differing terminal and network capabilities, continue to evolve having 
a growing impact on peoples' lives. Additionally these access device posses 
the functionality to be used in different locations and environments 
anywhere at anytime. Solutions with advanced multimedia functionality are 
becoming increasingly important as individuals are producing more and 
more digital media, not only for professional use but also for their personal 
use. 
Multimedia standards play a vital role in ensuring the systems for 
distributing managing as well creating multimedia data. Multimedia 
standards help to accelerate the adoption of innovative technology in the 
market place and allow for a greater choice of vendors. MPEG standards 
have impacted a wide range of products and services related to digital 
television, streaming audio and video portable players. 
HISTORY 
The Moving Picture Expert Group (MPEG) is a working group of ISO 
(International Organization for Standardization) and lEC (International 
Electro technical Commission) in change of the development of standards 
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for coded representation of digital audio and video. It was established in 
1988. The group has produced different versions of MPEG such as 
MPEG-1 (standard on which such products as video CD and MPS are 
based) it provides video resolution. 
MPEG-2 (standard on which such products as Digital Television and 
DVD are based) it offers resolution with full CD quality audio. 
MPEC-4 (standard for coding multimedia objects and applicable to 
the fixed and mobile web) is a graphic and video compression algorithm 
standard that is based on MPEG-1 and MPEG-2. 
MPEG-7 (standard for description of audio and visual content). 
Work on the new standard MPEG-21 has been started in June 2000. 
MPEG-7 
MPEG-7 is an emergent ISO/IEC standard and formally named, as 
"Multimedia Content Description Interface" standard is the standard for 
rich descriptions of multimedia content, enabling highly sophisticated 
management search and filtering of the content. MPEG-7 describes content 
into search index that can be used by their browser and retrieval tools. 
MPEG-7 is the metadata standard based on XML schema (Extensible 
Markup Language) to describe features of multimedia objects such as video, 
audio and images etc. 
Multimedia XML documents may include description about both 
static/spatial media (such as text, drawings and images etc.) and time based 
media (such as video, audio and animation etc.). 
MPEG-7 provides the world's most comprehensive set of audiovisual 
descriptions. These descriptions are based on the catalog (title, creator, 
rights) semantic (who, what, when, where information) and structural 
(color histogram measurement of the amount of color associated with an 
image) 
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Examples: 
•:• MPEG-7 stream. 
••• Videotape. 
•t* A CD containing music. 
*l* Sound or speech. 
•> A picture printed on paper. 
*> An interactive multimedia installation on the web. 
SCOPE 
The scope of MPEG-7 is to enable the transparent and augmented use 
of multimedia resources across a wide range of networks and devices. It is 
intended to describe audiovisual information regardless of storage, coding, 
display, transmission, medium or technology. It will address a wide variety 
of media types including still pictures, graphics, 3D models, audio, speech, 
video and combination of the (multimedia presentations). 
MPEG-7 will address both retrieval from digital archives as well as 
filtering of streamed audiovisual broad casts on the Internet. It will operate 
in both 'real time" and "non real time environments". A real time 
environment in this context means that the description is generated at the 
same time as the content is being captured (e.g. smart cameras and scanners). 
APPLICATIONS 
There are many applications and application domains that will 
potentially benefit from the MPEG-7 standard. 
Examples are as follows: 
> Digital libraries (image catalogue, speech archive). 
r Broadcast media selection (Radio channel, TV channel). 
> Multimedia editing (personalized electronic new service, media 
authoring). 
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The potential applications cover wide ranges of domains which 
includes are: 
> Education 
r- Journalism (e.g. searching speeches of a certain politician using name, 
voice or face). 
> Cultural services (museums, art galleries) 
> Film, video and radio archives 
> Entertainment (e.g. video on demand, searching game) 
> Investigation services (surveillance, human characteristic recognition, 
forensics). 
> Geographical information system. 
> Remote sensing (cartography, ecology, natural resources management) 
> Telemedicine and bio-medical applications. 
GOALS 
> The goal of the MPEG-7 standard formally called the "Multimedia 
Content Description Interface" is to provide a rich set of 
standardized tools to describe multimedia content. 
> To provide universal standards for the compression of both sound and 
moving images. 
> Its aims to create a standard for describing the multimedia content to 
enable the integration of production distribution and content access 
paradigm. 
> It provides a simple, flexible interoperable solution to the problems of 
indexing; searching and retrieving multimedia resources will be 
extremely valuable and widely deployed. 
> It is intended to describe audiovisual information regardless of 
storage, coding, display, transmission, medium or technology. 
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>- It helps to support users to exchange access, consume, trade and 
otherwise manipulate Digital items in an efficient, transparent and 
interoperable way. 
FEATURES 
'^ MPEG-7 allows fast and cost effective use of the underlying data by 
enabling semiautomatic multimedia presentation and editing. 
V It provides a flexible and extensible framework for describing audio-
visual data by defining a multimedia library. 
> It heralds a new wave of applications for managing the exponential 
grovvl;h and distribution of multimedia content such as content over the 
Internet; digital broadcast networks and home databases. 
> It makes searching the web for multimedia content as easy as 
searching for text only files. 
>- It proves particularly useful in large content archives, which the public 
can now access and in multimedia catalogs in which consumers 
identify content for purchase. 
> It facilitates the archiving, searching and browsing of multimedia 
content on the web or any online database. 
> MPEG-7 provides the solutions needed for managing the exponential 
growth and distribution of multimedia content. 
DATA STRUCTURE 
Data structure consists of three elements. 
ELEMENTS 
I. Descriptors and Description schemes. 
II. DDL for defining Description schemes. 
III. Extensible for application domains. 
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I. DESCRIPTORS AND DESCRIPTION SCHEMES 
a) A set of Descriptors: A descriptors is a representation of a 
feature that defines the syntax and semantic of the feature 
representation. 
b) A set of Description schemes: A description schemes specifies 
the structure and semantics of the relationships between its 
components, which may be both descriptors and description 
schemes. 
II. DDL FOR DEFINING DESCRIPTION SCHEMES 
A language that specifies description schemes, the description 
definition language (DDL). It also allows for the extension and modification 
of existing description schemes. MPEG-7 adopted XML schema language as 
the MPEG-7 DDL. However the DDL requires some specific extensions to 
XML schema language to satisfy all the requirements of MPEG-7. 
HI. EXTENSIBLE FOR APPLICATION DOMAINS 
It is based on the XML- DTDS (Extensible Markup Language-
Definition Type Document) that provide extension such as data typing 
inheritance. A binary representation to encode descriptions. A coded 
description is one that's been encoded to fulfill relevant requirements such as 
compression efficiency error resilience and random access. 
CONCLUSION 
MPEG-7 provides the world's most comprehensive set of audiovisual 
descriptions. It is continuing to explore new directions to serve the need of 
industry for audio, video and multimedia standards. It motivates the need for 
developing a new standard of symbolic representation for music to support 
applications in education and entertainment. Symbolic music representation 
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(SMR) extend music notation by providing not only a visual representation 
of a music score but also audio information and annotations. 
Thus MPEG-7, the Multimedia Content Description Interface standard 
is the standard for rich description of multimedia content, enabling highly 
sophisticated management, search and filtering of the content. 
Source 
http://vvvvw.\vebopedia.com/term/m/mpeg.html  
http://xml.coverpages.org/mpeg7.html 
http://csd/2.computer.org/comp/mags/mu/2005/04/u4016.pdf  
http://www.cic.vivc.edu/groups/videoworkinggroup/archive/mpeg7report 
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( D K ; 35) 
Initiative of emerging imaging company 13a (International Imaging Industry 
Association) was formed in 1999. 
SCOPE 
It revolutionizes the 
way images are 
managed across a 
wide range of 
consumer, business 
and professional 
applications. 
AIM 
To provide a 
standardized 
mechanism, which 
allows end users to 
see digital image 
while enabling 
additional benefits 
that are possible 
only with digital 
format. 
DATA STRUCTURE 
Consist of 4 blocks: 
• Digital Image 
Source. 
• Intellectual 
property. 
• Content 
Description. 
• GPS 
information. 
It is used to provide distributed Internet applications automatically with 
Machine-Readable embedded information. 
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4. THE DIGITAL IMAGING GROUP (DIG35) 
INTRODUCTION 
In fact, in today's digital age, sharing images is easier than ever. The 
growth in digital technology has created a desire among users to manage and 
exchange their images in a variety of ways including storage, e-mail 
exchange, internet/www postings and other displays (such as personal 
electric photo albums or frames) and printing to a variety of devices with 
different resolutions. Indeed, personal processing of images can be organized 
into four primary areas of use: creation, editing, printing and sharing. 
The DIG35 (Digital Imaging Group) is a World Wide Web 
consortium (w3c) engaged in the development and introduction of 
innovative digital imaging standards and technologies. The use of digital 
image increases significantly by having more extensive metadata that is 
consistently available through this workflow. 
HISTORY 
The Digital Imaging Group (DIG35) Initiative of emerging imaging 
company 13a (International Imaging Industry Association) is the largest 
imaging industry group world wide has also defined metadata standard for 
digital images, which was formed in April of 1999. 
The Initiative group seeks to overcome a variety of challenges that 
have arisen as the sheer volume of digital images being used has increased, 
among these are efficiently archiving, indexing, cataloguing, reviewing and 
retrieving whenever and wherever needed. 
SCOPE 
It defines a set of public metadata either as a single image or a 
collection of images that could be supported and exchanged by current and 
future devices, software and services in an open environment. 
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The recommendation for implementation is defined to enable 
exchange of such metadata. It revolutionizes the way images are managed 
across a wide range of consumer, business and professional applications. 
GOALS 
> The goal of the Initiative is to simplify the process of collecting and 
managing information about an image. 
> The vision of the DIG35 Initiative group is to "provide a standardized 
mechanism which allows end users to see digital image use as being 
equally as easy, as convenient and as flexible as the traditional 
photographic methods while enabling additional benefits that are 
possible only with a digital formaf. 
FEATURES 
1^  It provides the first persistent way for digital images to become rich, 
completely self-contained sources of information, regardless of where 
they travel on the global network. 
> Enable users to efficiently organize, find, retrieve and share their 
images instantly. 
'r- Provides a cohesive and consistent set of metadata definitions to the 
imaging industry. 
> Professional photographers can associate information about camera 
settings, copyright information and image manipulation technique 
within the image in order to recreate images. 
> Consumers can easily share their captured experience by using 
metadata to tell the story or narration behind their images. 
r The DICi35 enabled photo website would understand and save all the 
captions, freeing the user from having to input the information a 
second time i.e. they can use image editing software on their PC to 
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add explanatory captions to each photo from their vacation and upload 
those photos to a photo sharing website. 
•^  Friend and family around the globe can then not only see the pictures, 
but also experience the entire story and history behind them. 
> It ensures that the metadata structure provides both a common inter-
application exchange format and a high-degree of extensibility for 
enhanced use by specific applications. 
> It provides seamless integration with Internet by utilizing XML 
(Extensible Mark-up Language). 
USES 
Metadata allows image fdes to contain additional to information 
beyond the pixels in the image itself. This data about the image can be used 
in a variety of ways including: 
> To ensure the content of the image (by adding an audio track for 
instance). 
>• To provide in depth information on the image and its creation, such as 
date and time, focus distance, light levels, GPS location etc. 
r- To allow for easy indexing, identification, categorization and usage 
to image type, copyright conditions, originator, subject matter, 
location etc. 
> It is used automatically to provide distributed internet applications 
with machine-readable embedded information, thereby conserving 
bandwidth, streamlining usage and simplifying requirement for user 
intervention. 
ADVANTAGES 
> With digital metadata the image becomes important not just for today 
but also in the future. Knowing exactly who, what, when where and 
how a photograph was taken. 
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> It provides a solid basis for documenting our lives and is an integral 
part of business. 
> Images can be shared far more broadly and in the way most 
appropriate to each individual and functional requirement. 
> It enhances extensive sharing of images. 
DATA STRUCTURE 
Die standard fields are divided into logical blocks that can each exists 
on their own in a separate stream, each describing a different aspect of the 
image. The blocks are: 
I. DIGITAL IMAGE SOURCE 
11. INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY 
III. CONTENT DESCRIPTION 
IV. GPS INFORMATION (Global Positioning System) 
The information in these blocks provides the framework to document 
fact about iniage capture, intellectual property concerns, descriptive 
information about the image itself with some images user's need to know 
who is in the picture, where and when it was taken, and when it was taken 
and so on to understand the significance of the image and whereas GPS 
information is the receiver uses signals from satellites iojamfimni,rt^^xact 
location. / V v ^ ^ ~^X^ 
• ( A c t . '^ • J ^ ; 
CONCLUSION ^'^x -
The DIG35 (Digital Imaging Group) is an open- inoustry donsortium 
created to expand the use of digital images across consumer, business and 
professional imaging markets and applications. It gives the opportunity to 
help defines the evolving technical platforms in digital imaging. 
DIGS5 can be used a single standard interchange format between 
existing applications that each use different proprietary metadata formats, 
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allowing users to greatly extend and leverage their existing intellectual 
capital investments. 
Hence it optimizes the ease-use, flexibility and range of application 
results that can be achieved enhanced digital imaging. Although the DIG35 
Initiative Group process is ensuring the real-world viability of its metadata 
recommendations. 
Source 
http://www.xml.coverpages.org/dig35.html 
http://www.13a.org/I_dig35.html 
http://www. 13a.org 
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Standard Metadata-Digital Image 
Management Metadata 
(PRISM-DIM 2) 
Established in 1999 hosted by an IDEAUiance (International Digital Enterprise 
Alliance). 
SCOPE 
The scope of the 
PRISM was driven 
by the need of 
publishers to receive, 
tract and deliver 
multimedia part 
content. 
AIM 
To meet the 
challenge of 
managing the 
debug of digital 
images that is now 
flooding with 
digital workflow. 
DATA STRUCTURE 
Various elements like: 
• General purpose 
descriptive 
elements. 
• Provenance. 
• Time stamps. 
• Subject 
description. 
• Copyright and 
Permission, 
• Resource 
relationship. 
It is used for publishing of image catalogs, personalized image, delivery and 
association of images with caption and other metadata, efficient transfer.  
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5. PUBLISHING REQUIREMENT FOR INDUSTRY STANDARD 
METADATA-DIGITAL IMAGE MANAGEMENT METADATA 
(PRISM-DIM2) 
INTRODUCTION 
During the last few years the pubhshing industry has been greatly 
affected by Internet and its new technologies. Ail the main publishers 
propose web portals to organize their catalogues and services, including the 
possibility to read online or to download publications in electronic format. 
Many journals have a digital online version or they are published only in 
electronic formal (i.e. born digital). 
The consolidation standards and tools are leading to more structure 
organization of the contents which help in pushing the creation of Internet 
based services in the publishing market. Furthermore, the quick diffusion of 
e-commerce platfonn is promoting more flexible tracing models in the 
publishing market. 
HISTORY 
The PRISM (Publishing Requirement for Industry Standard 
Metadata) was established in 1999 hosted by an IDEAlliance (International 
Digital Enteiprise Alliance) working group of companies primarily involved 
in the production of serial and web group includes publishers, other right 
holders, system integrator, software developers and content aggregators. It 
single-handedly developed the PRISM metadata framework and 
vocabularies for the management of digital images from photo assignment 
through the production cycle. The member companies represent digital 
photographers, photography editors, information technologist and 
technology providers, who focus on digital imaging and image management. 
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IDEAlIiance designed PRISM as the architecture for all publishing 
metadata specifications and recognized that they need to organize so that 
several working group could advance PRISM in a co-coordinated manner. 
The member companies are involved in content-creation, categorization, 
management, aggregation and distribution-both commercially and within 
intranet and extract frameworks. 
Different versions of PRISM have been taken place like 
PRISM 1.0 (2001) 
PRISM 1.1 (2002) 
PRISM 1.3(2005) 
Most current release and the advance version of PRISM 1.3 is PRISM 
DIM2 (Publishing Requirement for Industry Standard Metadata-Digital 
Image Management Metadata). 
PRISM 
PRISM is a standard for metadata related to publishing. It provides an 
industry standard vocabulary for the exchange and reuse of magazine, book, 
journal, news, catalog and mainstream journal content. It is designed to be 
straightforward for using over the Internet. It provides a framework for 
exchange and preservation of content metadata. PRISM covers a wide 
variety of content from catalogs to books and a wide variety of media, from 
various form of elect ronic publishing to various forms to various form of 
print. 
PRISM consists of two specifications: 
A. PRISM specification (version 1.3) 
B. PRISM Aggregator DTD (Document Type Definition) (version 1.1) 
A. PRISM specification: It defines a collection of metadata elements for 
common publishing needs. It provides a framework for the 
interchange and preservation of contents. 
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B. PRISM Aggregator DTD: It provides standard format for publishers 
to use for delivery of content to websites aggregators and syndicators. 
It provides a simple, flexible model for transmitting content and 
PRISM metadata. 
SCOPE 
The scope of the PRISM was driven by the need of publishers to 
receive, track and deliver multi-part content. The focus is an additional use 
lor the content, so metadata concerning the contents appearance is outside 
PRISM'S scope like 
> General - purpose description of resources as a whole. 
> Specification of resources' relationship to other resources. 
> Intellectual property rights and permissions. 
> Expressing inline metadata (that is, mark up with in the resources 
itself) 
> It represents agreement across the publishing community on the 
importance of a standard. 
GOALS 
> To meet the challenge of managing the debug of digital images that is 
now flooding with digital workflow. 
> Develop metadata vocabulary for the magazine, news and book 
industries. 
> Agree upon a set of metadata descriptions that render content clearly 
identifiable and usable by both sender and receiver. 
> Enable users of aggregation sites to find information simply and 
consistently. 
> Enable aggregators to mange their content 
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> Enable publishers to manage re-use of their information across their 
magazine and extensible protocol. 
> Provide the standard to vendors of software publishing tools so that 
they can incorporate support for the vocabularies in their tools. 
> Provide a flexible structure that can support archive, searching and 
retrieval by libraries. 
USES 
I. Editorial uses 
11. Production uses 
HI. Archive uses 
IV. Content Repurposing uses 
V. Business Expansion 
VI. Distribution uses 
VII. Consumer uses 
I. Editorial: It is used for research and fact checking for article threads 
and intra-edition links, metadata to support analysis tools, fact 
checking and workflow. 
II. Production: It is used in communication of editorial changes to the 
printing plant; use in software that builds page indexes, enabling 
traditional print publishers to produce web content. 
III. Archive uses: It is used in publishing of image catalogs, 
personalized image searching and delivery using push or pull 
methods, analysis of past use of images, association of images with 
captions and other metadata, efficient transfer. 
IV. Content Repurposing: It is used for the automated requests and 
production of reprints, intelligent reuse of content across publishers, 
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roster of magazines, compilations of celebrity retrospective issues or 
articles. 
V. Business Expansion: It is used in automatic sales support for 
reprints, development of attaches advertising, classification and 
markup of data and embedded information in editorial product 
indexes. 
VI. Distribution: It is used for implementation of syndication service 
levels, syndication of content to online databases, aggregation and 
syndication by agreement. 
VII. Consumer: It is used to access reprints for the general public 
monitored delivery of personalized content based on market 
intelligence, creation of personal content profiles, custom archive 
searching and personalized market research. 
DATA STRUCTURE 
Data structure consists of various elements include: 
1. General-purpose description element. 
2. Provenance. 
3. Time stamps. 
4. Subject description (support a further functional description for 
basic use of documents) 
5. Copyright and permissions. 
6. Resources relationship (to provide more peculiar definition 
about relations among the resources). 
CONCLUSION 
In order to realize the potential of inline publishing, the publishing 
industry needs standard metadata vocabularies for the management of digital 
images. PRISM provides an opportunity for publishers of all kinds to specify 
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the vocabulary and inlluence the design of tool. Participating tool vendor's 
benefit by receiving direct input from technical and content experts from the 
publishing industry, by contributing to the development of the standard. 
PRISM metadata standard like to use as a foundation technology for 
content management. It facilitates organization, research and re-aggregation 
of our content both for internal productivity gains and for the development of 
future business models. It helps to automate the flow of content by providing 
information about the content being exchanged, including right information, 
content creation and publication dates. 
Source 
http://prismstandard.org 
http://prismstandard.org/news/2005/dim2_090205.pdf 
http://xml.coverpages.org/prism.html 
http://www.kinecta.com/resources/prism.html 
http://www.bncf.net/dc2002/program/ft/paperl.pdf 
http://www.newssummit.org/2005/prism.pdf 
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CHAPTER-V 
EVALUATION OF METADATA STANDARDS 
FOR 
DIGITAL IMAGING 
Evaluation is an oft-neglected aspect of digital imaging. Evaluation 
is the systematic determination of merit, worth and significance of 
something or someone. 
ACCORDING TO COLLINS PAPERBACK DICTIONARY AND 
THESAURUS 
Evaluate means "7o find or judge the va/ue'\ 
ACCORDING TO WEBSTER'S NEW WORLD COLLEGE 
DICTIONARY 
Evaluation means "TV? find the value or amounf and ''To judge or 
determine the worth or quality of appraise." 
Where as evaluation is the process of evaluating something. 
Evaluation is said to involve characterization and appraisals, 
determination of merit/worth. Merit involves judgment about generalized 
value. Where as worth involves judgment about instrumental value. 
Evaluation is also essential for assessing the capabilities and limitation of 
new input and output device. 
Our first priority in developing metadata is to adopt the existing 
standards based on user's requirements. Although several metadata 
standards have been developed, it is first necessary to establish the 
evaluation criteria against which the merits of various options could be 
judged. 
Furthermore, it plans to make a comprehensive comparison of 
some key metadata standards and systematically evaluate the diversity of 
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metadata standards with the criteria, developed by Sarah Currier 
{Department of Computer and Information Science) and Lorna 
M.Campbell^ (Center for Academic Practice) university of Strathlyde, 
United Kingdom. 
CRITERIA TO EVALUATE METADATA STANDARDS FOR 
DIGITAL IMAGES 
The follovv'ing criteria have been stated for the evaluation of 
metadata standards for digital images: 
1. Interoperability 
2. Appropriateness 
"1 J . Granularity 
4. Aggregation level 
5. Subjectiveness 
6. Objectiveness 
7. Reusability 
8. Interactivity 
9. Consistencv 
10. Data structure 
\. INTEROPERABILITY 
ACCORDING TO IEEE (Institute of Electrical and Electronic 
Engineer's) 
''The ability of two or more systems or components to exchange 
information and to use the information that has been exchanged". 
Currier, Sarah. (2002). Evaluating learning resources for reusability. 
wwu.jiscillite.org.au 
Campbell, Lorna, M (2002). Evaluating learning resources for reusability. 
wvwv.ascillitc.oru.aii 
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This means that Interoperability is not a property of a resource 
rather it is a property of the relationship between systems in a particular 
context. 
2. APPROPRIATENESS 
It is the quality of having the properties that are right for a specific 
purpose. In this, the database administrator anticipates how the retriever 
uses keywords, when he/she attaches keywords to the image. It requires 
that the number of objects that an image has, atleast one subjective 
keyword that expresses the characteristic of the image. 
3. GRANULARITY 
It is the 'unit of study' granularity refers to the degree of detail and 
precision contained in an image. The pixels or dots per inch are preserved 
and communicated by a given medium. 
Granularity is the relative size, scale, level of detail or depth of 
penetration that characterizes an object or activity. Granularity is a term 
used to describe how clear an image is displayed for example, with a bit 
mapped image the smaller the dots the better granularity or clear the 
image will be. If a search does contain enough requirements or keywords 
it might be required that the search will become more granular. 
Although granular resources do not necessarily have to be small in 
terms of file size, highly granular resources tend to be relatively small, 
tend to be focused on a single or simple concept. 
4. AGGREGATION LEVEL 
It may be defined as, the number of separate things brought 
together into a mass. Aggregation level refers to the concept, components 
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and activities that make up resources and the way that these resources are 
combined. 
An aggregation of information objects, which do not have only a 
specific educational objective, but is presented as a cohesive unit, e.g. An 
Online Encyclopedia, e-book or e-journal. 
5. SUBJECTIVENESS 
Any philosophic theory that restricts knowledge in some way to the 
subjective elements, as by limiting external reality to what can be known 
or infeiTed by subjective standards of truth. It is designed only for use 
within a specific subject or discipline. 
It equates to generic, interdisciplinary, subject specific and 
resource specific. 
Generic: It can be used for teaching and learning in any subject 
tleld or discipline. 
Interdisciplinary: Applicable to teaching and learning in more 
than one discipline or subject. 
Subject specificity; Designed only for use within a specific subject 
or discipline. 
Resource specific: Designed only for use within a specific 
resource. 
6. OBJECTIVENESS 
It is the judgment based on observable phenomena and unified by 
personal prejudices. 
The term objectiveness refers to purpose, aim, ambition and target 
etc. Objective keywords should be given for all objects in the image. 
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7. REUSABILITY 
Reusable may be restricted to a single delivery technology but, 
which are still relatively reusable due to the ubiquitous nature of the 
technology. It can be delivered through a wide variety of platforms or 
technologies do not reference external content and are not technically 
dependent on other external resources. 
Reusability has the potential to be made reusable i.e. they are 
delivered in a standard format. For instance HTML, but are dependent on 
related resources. 
8. INTERACTIVITY 
It is similar to the degree of responsiveness and is examined on 
how it is related to the previous messages exchanged, and in relation to 
those messages preceding them, 
9. CONSISTENCY 
Consistency is being regular, unchanging and refers to a property 
of estimators and estimation. Consistency is necessary to ensure that 
comparisons can be made by users about the suitability of data from 
different sources. 
10. DATA STRUCTURE 
It is a way of storing data so that it can be used efficiently. Data 
structure allows a variety of critical operations to be performed, using as 
few resources. Different kinds of data structures are suited to different 
kinds of application and some are highly specialized to certain tasks. 
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1. EVALUATION OF DIGITAL IMAGING AND 
COMMUNICATION IN MEDICINE (DICOM) 
The evaluation of DICOM, based on the selected criteria for study 
is as follows: 
L INTEROPERABILITY 
> Interoperability is enabled by interfacing, in the sense of the 
mechanical and electronic connection of equipment. 
> The syntax and semantics of commands and associated information 
that can be exchanged using protocol. 
y It applies to the interoperable interchange of medical images and 
related information on storage media for specific clinical uses. 
2. APPROPRIATENESS 
> It provides appropriate services such as "store-image" or gets 
patient information by constructing operations or notification. 
> It is responsible to establish appropriate security policies by 
interchanging of DICOM objects. 
3. GRANULARITY 
> It provides an abstract definition of real world entities applicable to 
communication of digital medical images and related information 
(for example: structural reports, radiation therapy dose etc.). 
> It consists of a description of its purpose and the attributes, which 
define it (which are related to but not inherent in the image). 
> Provides a structural framework for expressing the communication 
requirements of images where image data and related data need to 
be closely associated. 
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4. AGGREGATION LEVEL 
V DICOM has the interface specification for the network 
interconnecting the imaging equipment and shared printer system 
for a cluster of computer Tomography (CT) or Magnetic 
Resonance hnaging (MRI) units. 
> It provides the tools for the negotiation capability and the object 
oriented design. 
its components are: 
> Conference 
> Information objects 
> Service class specification 
> Data structure and semantics 
> Data dictionary 
> Message exchange (network operations) 
/- Network support 
> Point to point communication 
r Media storage and file format 
> Media storage and application profiles. 
Content mapping resources: 
> Templates for structuring documents as DICOM information 
objects. 
> Sets of coded terms for use in information objects. 
> A lexicon of terms defined and maintained by DICOM. 
> Country specific translations of coded terms. 
5. SUBJECTIVENESS 
> The subject specificity emphasis on diagnostic medical imaging as 
practiced in radiology, cardiology and related disciplines. 
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> It specifies the needs of manufactures and users of medical imaging 
equipment for interconnection of devices on standard network. 
6. OBJECTIVENESS 
> Its main objective is to facilitate the development and expansion of 
Picture Archiving and Communication Systems (PACS) that can 
also interface with other system of hospital information system 
(1 IIS) or Radiology Information System (RIS). 
> It allows the creation of diagnostic information databases that can 
be interrogated by a wide variety of devices distributed 
geographically. 
7. REUSABILITY 
> A DICOM file format supports the encapsulafion of any 
information. 
> It provides independence from the underlying media format and 
physical media. 
8. INTERACTIVITY 
'r- It facilitates claiming conformance in a multivendor environment. 
> It specifies the services and protocols used point-to-point (POP) 
communication of print management services. 
9. CONSISTENCY 
> It specifies a standardized display function for consistent display of 
gray scale images for the purpose of presenting images consistently 
on different display media (Monitor and Printer). 
> It specifies the consistency for the standard to react to the 
commands and data being exchanged. 
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10. DATA STRUCTURE 
It consists of 3 elements. 
> Unique tag, which consist of group length. 
> File version. 
> Transfer of syntax. 
2. EVALUATION OF THE INTERNATIONAL PRESS 
TELECOMMUNICATION-NEWSPAPER 
ASSOCIATION OF AMERICA (IPTC-NAA) 
The evaluation of IPTC-NAA based on the selected criteria for 
study is as follows: 
1. INTEROPERABILITY 
> The IPTC-NAA, digital imaging standards is the object itself is 
transferred, together with information regarding the size of the 
data. Thus, any form of computerized data could be transferred, 
together with pertinent editorial and technical information. 
> It is responsible for exchanging information between news 
operations, including information used to describe image. 
> It is a well-defined standard for image transfer. 
2. APPROPRIATENESS 
> It supports embedding of textual information into image files. 
> It helps to associate or 'bind' some text to a digital image file such 
that searching for words within the bound text can locate its 
associated image. 
'r- Sufficient information is recorded for images to be successfully 
retrieved. 
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> Adds the ability to insert metadata information describing image 
content to digital image files. 
> Enables to read and write image information data such as caption, 
keywords, copyright, data etc to the digital image files. 
> Libraries often need to record additional information such as 
'Restrictions' whereby images may have limitations imposed upon 
their sale due to copyright content, exclusively or other commercial 
reasons. Although the 'special instruction' field might seem 
appropriate for its use, often additional fields are required. 
3. SUBJECTIVENESS 
> It specifies to create own custom script that performs operation on 
IPTC information in images. 
> The computer of customers with automated picture reception 
facilitates to understand the subject matter and detail of the picture. 
4. OBJECTIVENESS 
> Its main objective is to focus on newspaper and newsphoto usage. 
> Designed to provide for universal communications embracing all 
types of data, including text, photos, graphics etc. 
5. REUSABILITY 
'r- Internet has only been able to embrace a phenomenal rate of 
growth because data is interchanged using a platform independent 
standard known as 'HTML'. 
6. DATA STRUCTURE 
It consists of datasets, which comprises of a sequence of units. Like 
> A unique tag header 
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'r- Data field 
'^ Datasets number 
3. EVALUATION OF MOTION PICTURE EXPERT GROUP-7/ 
MULTIMEDIA CONTENT DESCRIPTION INTERFACE 
(MPEG-7) 
The evaluation of MPEG-7 based on the selected criteria for study 
is as follows: 
L INTEROPERABILITY 
> To enable the transparent and augmented use of multimedia across 
a wide range of networks and devices. 
> The technology needed to support users to exchange, access, 
consume, trade and otherwise manipulate digital items in an 
efficient transparent and interoperable way. 
'r- Defines an interoperable framework for intellectual property 
management and protection. 
> It is intended to provide flexibility, interoperable, mechanism to 
support transparent and augmented use of digital resources in 
publishing, distributing and consuming of digital movies, digital 
music, electronic books, broadcasting, interactive games, computer 
software and other creatures in digital form. 
> It is also intended to provide a flexible interoperable mechanism to 
ensure personal data is processed in accordance with individual 
rights and to meet the requirement for users to be able to express 
their rights and issue of privacy and use of personal data. 
> It leads to a common search interface and the open exchange, 
sharing and integration of heterogeneous multimedia resources 
distributed across cultural institutions. 
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2. APPROPRIATENESS 
> It is appropriate to facilitate the archiving searching and browsing 
of multimedia content on the web or any online database. 
> It is intended to describe audiovisual information regardless of 
storage, coding, display and transmission. 
> It is appropriate for both retrieval from digital archives (pull 
application) as well as filtering of streamed audiovisual broadcasts 
on the Internet (push application). 
3. GRANULARITY 
It is a rich highly granular multimedia content description. 
> Video segments, moving regions, shots, and frames. 
> Audio-visual features: colour, texture, and shape. 
> Semantic: people, events, objects, and scenes. 
4. AGGREGATION LEVEL 
> Achieves the integration of components and standards to facilitate 
harmonization of technologies for the creation, management, 
transparent, manipulation, distribution and consumption of digital 
items. 
> Define a 'strategy' for achieving a multimedia framework by the 
development of specification and standards based on well defines 
functional requirements through collaboration with other bodies. 
5. SUBJECTIVENESS 
> It provides a common set of abstract, concepts and tenns that can 
be used to define Digital item. 
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^ It specifies the ability to register the identification systems through 
the process of a Registration Authority. 
'r- It is also intended to support specification of access and use 
controls for digital content in cases where financial exchange is not 
part of the terms of use to support exchange of sensitive or private 
digital content. 
6. OBJECTIVENESS 
)^  To provide universal standards for the compression and 
decompression of both sound and moving images. 
> To provide a rich set of standardized tools to describe multimedia 
content. 
7. REUSABILITY 
> Its access is restricted to internal documents associated with XML 
(Extensible Markup Language) schemes developments. 
> MPEG-7 depends on the output and time schedule of XML 
schema. 
8. INTERACTIVITY 
> A user is any entity that interacts in the MPEG-7 environment or 
makes use of a Digital items (user include individuals, consumers, 
communities, organizations, corporations, consortia, government 
and other standard bodies and initiatives around the world). 
> Provides a means of capturing and containing the metrics and 
interfaces that refers to identify digital items, environments, 
process, transaction and users. 
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> MPEG community spring forth from the continued cooperation and 
interaction of talented, visionary multimedia researchers and 
readers. 
9. CONSISTENCY 
> It is able to support guaranteed end-to-end consistency and 
reliability between different system and services. 
> Provide a right element to encapsulate information about rights. 
10. DATA STRUCTURE 
It consists of normative elements. 
> Descriptors and Description Schemes. 
V DDL for defining Description Schemes. 
> Extensible for application domains. 
4. EVALUATION OF DIGITAL IMAGING GROUP 
(DKi35) 
The evaluation of DIG35 based on the selected criteria for study is as 
follow: 
1. INTEROPERABILITY 
> It provides a uniform underlying construct support interoperability 
of metadata between various digital imaging devices. 
> Ensuring that the metadata structure provides both a common inter-
application exchange format and a high-degree of extensibility for 
enhanced use by specific applications. 
> Single image or a collection of image that could be supported and 
exchanged by current and future devices, software and services in 
an open environment. 
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2. APPROPRIATENESS 
> It embeds descriptive information about images in the image files 
themselves provides a means for image archiving and distribution. 
> The TIFF files enhanced with XML data, the descriptions of the 
files could be directly associated with their images. 
r- Images can be shared broadly and in the way most appropriate to 
each individual and functional requirement. 
3. AGGREGATION LEVEL 
> Friends and family around the globe can see the pictures, and also 
experience the entire story and history behind them. 
> It provides seamless integration with Internet by utilizing XML. 
4. SUBJECTIVENESS 
> It provides a cohesive and consistent set of metadata definitions to 
the imaging industry. 
'r- The specification also includes a reference encoding method for 
standard language by using XML. 
5. OBJECTIVENESS 
> Enable users to effectively organize, find, retrieve and share their 
image instantly. 
'r- To provide a standardized mechanism, which allows end users to 
see digital image use as being equally as easy as convenient and as 
flexible as the traditional photographic methods. 
6. INTERACTIVITY 
> A standard set of metadata for digital images that^ _Qan.be widely 
^^'^^^^in* A sad i 
implemented across multiple image file for/nm^^" '-
^i Acs. ^ :. ... 
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> The DIG 35 initiative has also maintained close interaction with 
related standards, setting bodies. Primarily, these include ISO, 
JPEG2000 and MPEG-7 committees. 
7. CONSISTENCY 
> For insuring the longevity of digital image collections, technical 
metadata must be recorded accurately and consistently to ensure 
that the image files remain usable well into the future. 
8. DATA STRUCTURE 
It consist of four fields 
> Digital image source 
> Intellectual property 
> Content description 
> GPS information 
5. EVALUATION OF PUBLISHING REQUIREMENT 
INDUSTRY STANDARD METADATA-DIGITAL 
IMAGING MANAGEMENT METADATA (PRISM-
DIM2) 
The evaluation of PRISM-DIM2 based on the selected criteria for 
study is as follow: 
1. INTEROPERABILITY 
> It defines a standard for interoperable content description, 
interchange and reuse in both traditional and electronic publishing 
contexts. 
> All information exchanged during work sessions is under non-
disclosure. 
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> It focuses on specifying a small set of elements that would encode 
the most common rights information to allow interoperable 
exchange of basic rights information. 
> It provides tools for interoperability so that organizations can easily 
and automatically syndicate, acquire, exchange and find magazines 
and mainstream journal articles, catalogs, images and other types 
of content across multiple repositories. 
2. APPROPRIATENESS 
> In order to define an appropriateness metadata profile, research and 
analysis of existing metadata sets have been conducted by using 
PRISM-DIM2 metadata, which can be embedded inline within the 
document because of the XML document (Extensible Markup 
Language). 
> It is appropriate in supporting the retrieval, management, long term 
archival, use and reuse of its digital objects. 
3. AGGREGATION LEVEL 
> It is designed to be straightforward to use over the Internet. Which 
support a wide variety of applications, not constrain data formats of 
the resources being described. 
> It firstly focused on general-puipose description of resources as a 
whole and secondly it specifies the resources with the relafionship 
to other resources. 
4, SUBJECTIVENESS 
> It is intended for use in the magazine industry where production, 
repurposing, aggregation, syndication and archiving have been 
done. 
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> It is specifically designed for publishers to use for delivery of 
content to websites and to aggregators and syndicators. 
> Useful in transmitting content for online usage to aggregators and 
syndicators. 
5. OBJECTIVENESS 
'r- It is intended to meet the needs of publishers and other 
organizations that produce and disseminate information. 
> It aims to provide an industry standard vocabulary in the 
management of digital images for the exchange and reuse of 
magazine, book, journal and news content. 
6. REUSABILITY 
> It is designed to facilitate reuse and clearance process for parties 
with established business relationships by explicitly specifying the 
rights and restrictions connected with a resource. 
> It deploys multiple formats to communicate with multiple business 
partners and make it possible to automate. 
7. INTERACTIVITY 
> It uses as a foundation technology for content management. It 
facilitates organization, research and reaggregation of our content 
both for internal productivity gains and for the development of 
future business models. 
> The member companies are involved in content-creation, 
categorization, management, aggregation and distribution both 
commercially and with in intranet and extranet framework. 
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CONSISTENCY 
It is designed consistently to be straightforward to use over the 
Internet, which support a wide variety of applications. 
It is able to describe reuse rights in a precise and consistent 
manner. 
9. DATA STRUCTURE 
Data structure consists of various elements viz. 
> General-purpose description element 
> Provenance 
> Time stamps 
> Subject description 
> Resources Relationship 
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CHAPTER-VI 
FINDINGS AND CONCLUSION 
FINDINGS 
The study conducted on "Evaluation of Metadata Standards for 
Digital Imaging" shows an encouraging degree of awareness, 
willingness and reusability. Findings of the study are discussed as 
follows: 
Table 1: An Evaluation of the different standards for digital 
imaging using the criteria. 
Sliiiiil;<rds 
CrileriaofEvxIuatuui 
Intcniiwrability A|i|ir<j|ir'ilea«s Gnmularily Aggre^ttion 
Jevrf 
SubjctivcncM Object! leBCSs R«njl>ility Interactivity Consistency Data 
stnifiurc 
DiCOM / / / y / V • • • / 
IPTC-N'AA / / X X / / / X X / 
MI'EG-7 / / X • / / • / y • 
DIG35 / / / / / / X / / / 
PRISM-DIM: / • X / / / • • • / 
The description based on the table presented above using the 
criteria for evaluation of the selected digital image standards reflect the 
following: 
Interoperability: All the standards under study viz., DICOM, 
IPTC-NAA, MPEG-7, DIG35 and PRISM-DIM2 adhere to the criteria of 
interoperability. Each of the standards are adopting some or the other 
mode of interoperability for the exchange of the information. 
Appropriateness: All the standards like: DICOM, IPTC-NAA, 
MPEG-7, DIGS5 and PRISM-DIM2 shows appropriateness by producing 
appropriate services. 
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Granularity: Only DICOM and MPEG-7 are rich in showing 
granularity, whereas IPTC-NAA, DIG35 and PRISM-DIM2 does not 
show granularity. 
Aggregation Level: DICOM, MPEG-7, DIG35, and PRISM-
DIM2 shows appropriate aggregation levels by providing tools for the 
negotiation capability. Whereas IPTC-NAA does not fulfil the criteria of 
aggregation. 
Subjetiveness: The criteria of subjetiveness seems to be deployed 
by all standards like DICOM, IPTC-NAA, MPEG-7, DIG35 and PRISM-
DIM2 are subjective to the need of users for the exchange of digital 
content. 
Objectiveness: All standards such as DICOM, IPTC-NAA, 
MPEG-7 and DIG35 and PRISM-DIM2 fulfil their aim according to their 
specific objectives. 
Reusability: Standards like DICOM, IPTC-NAA, MPEG-7 and 
PRISM DIM-2 shows reusability by interchanging platform independent 
standards like HTML and XML, whereas DIG35 does not fulfill the 
criteria of reusability. 
Interactivity: DICOM, MPEG-7, DIG35 and PRISM-DIM2 are 
interactive in implementing across multiple image file formats, while 
IPTC-NAA does not allow interactivity. 
Consistency: DICOM, MPEG-7, DIG35 and PRISM DIM2 
specifies the consistency for the standard to react to the commands and 
data being exchanged, where as IPTC-NAA does not show consistency. 
Data Structure: All standards have data structure comprising of 
different elements and blocks etc. 
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CONCLUSION 
Preliminary findings suggest the need for a unified yet flexible 
system, which will allow interoperability between existing and future 
metadata standards. It concludes that a system metadata would draw on 
the strength of expertise across the width of the information community. 
Metadata can in thought of as data about other data. Now in the 
internet age, it commonly refers to descriptive information about web 
resources. It is an extensive and expanding subject that is prevalent in 
many environments. It has been elected to concentrate on the information 
sources domain, which is defined by electronic textural documents, 
graphical images, archival materials, museum artifacts and often objects 
found in both digital and physical information centres (libraries, 
museums, records centre and archives etc.) 
Metadata can provide an overview of subject area that improves the 
user ability to discriminate among similar sources. It also helps the digital 
preservation solution that may be an appropriate solution for other 
organizations as well. 
It is considered to be a solution to the problem of data sharing and 
standardizing of information on the internet, where emerging metadata 
standards and practice has exploded the increase of different 
environments, c-publishing and digital archives. It outlined an 
approximate typology of approaches for different standards of metadata 
activity. It discusses trends in standard development for the use of 
searching and retrieving. 
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